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Introduction to the Center for Advanced Professional Studies, the job to be done, and BIF’s Student 
Experience Lab. 

OVERVIEW
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WHAT IS CAPS?

The Center for Advanced Professional Studies (CAPS) is a nationally 

recognized, innovative model that brings together stakeholders from 

schools, businesses, and community organizations to immerse students 

in real world experiences that expose them to professional pathways.  

CAPS has a main campus in Kansas City and a Network with 20+ 

locations around the country.

The CAPS model represents a powerful example of the future of 

education, centering on students’ interests, breaking down the 

walls of traditional schools, and engaging a diverse cross-section of 

stakeholders in the educational process.  CAPS students are not just the 

problem solvers of tomorrow; they are the problem solvers of today.

1. Profession-based Learning

2. Responsiveness

3. Self-Discovery and Exploration

4. Professional Skills Development

5. Entrepreneurial Mindset

The Center for Advanced Professional Studies

The Five Pillars of a CAPS Experience
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Since its inception in the Blue Valley Unified School District, CAPS 
has expanded to over 20 locations around the country, forming the 
CAPS National Network.
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THE JOB TO BE DONE

To date, the CAPS model has been widely successful, driving forward 
the future of education and making a significant impact on the lives of 
students in the CAPS Network. The Network has grown with minimal 
investment or structure, and has the potential to become a proven model 
of entrepreneurial education, a national network of entrepreneurial 
educators, and a research and design laboratory for entrepreneurial 
education. 

CAPS is at an inflection point in its development. It has the opportunity 
to take the next steps in spreading the model, and CAPS leadership is 
exploring how to scale purposefully with an eye toward creating the 
greatest value for students. In order to explore the model’s potential, 
CAPS leadership asked:

How might CAPS amplify its reach and impact? 



  //  STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPOVERVIEW
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PARTNERING WITH THE
STUDENT EXPERIENCE LAB

The Kauffman Foundation sponsored a participatory design studio with 

the Business Innovation Factory’s Student Experience Lab to uncover new 

opportunities for CAPS.  

BIF imagines, designs, and tests new models within education, healthcare, 

and government. As part of BIF, the Student Experience Lab has engaged 

teachers, students, and other education leaders in designing and prototyping 

models in the real world: from an online platform for teacher to share their 

creative, cost-effective “hacks” to deeper learning, to a fully operational 

student-designed school.

Human-centered design is the backbone of the Student Experience Lab’s 

innovation process - a powerful tool for uncovering essential insights to 

transform existing approaches and for asking the right questions as new 

models are imagined, designed, and tested.



CAPS administration, Network members, alumni, and friends used the human-centered design process to 
explore opportunities to increase CAPS’ value for its Network and expand its reach.

METHODOLOGY
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METHODOLOGY

HUMAN-CENTERED 
DESIGN PROCESS

Human-centered design keeps the end 
user at the center of the entire process, 
from initial research to final concepts. It is 
a collaborative, repeatable, and adaptable 
process for solving problems. It takes 
people through the following steps:

1. Define
Seeing a callenge as an opportunity for change

2. Explore
Building a deeper understanding of your challenge

3. Reflect
Making sense of what you are learning

4. Imagine
Brainstorming and developing new ideas

5. Play
Testing ways to implement your ideas

6. Transform
Growing your solution and personal journey

7
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1. Define 2. Explore 3. Reflect
We oriented ourselves around the design challenge 
that we would address for the next two days.

How might we amplify the 
reach and impact of the 
CAPS educational model? 

We learned about the CAPS student experience by 
engaging with current students.

We reflected on the value that CAPS provides to 
many different stakeholders.

4. Imagine 5. Play 6. Transform
We used End Games (e.g., open sourcing, replication) 
to envision opportunities for spreading CAPS’ impact.

We built worlds that showed the CAPS experience 
for different End Games. (#PeakSquig)

Finally, we developed Major Moves for CAPS to 
make in order to scale impact. 

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN STUDIO
Over two days, BIF led CAPS administration, Network members, alumni, and friends through the design process to develop user-driven 
next steps, ready for implementation.



From this collaborative work we developed a set of Key Learnings, Stakeholder Value Assessments, and 
seven Major Moves that CAPS can make to amplify reach and impact.

TAKEAWAYS
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KEY LEARNINGS
Analysis from the materials that we produced over the two days revealed common themes that can help to amplify CAPS’ impact.

1 CAPS Network members crave more in-Network information sharing and programmatic support – both in 
person and online – in order to bring the CAPS experience to their diverse locations with more fidelity to the 
original model. 

2 Articulating the model’s effectiveness would strengthen pride in being affiliated with the organization, provide 
clarity around CAPS’ value, and unleash power to expand the network and leverage partnerships.

3 There is great potential value to be created through increased student participation in the development of 
CAPS’ new model.

  //  KEY LEARNINGS
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THE VALUE CAPS CREATES FOR CORE STAKEHOLDERS

• Relevant learning experiences that excite their passions

• Increased credibility, career readiness, and networking 
opportunities

• Developed 21st Century Skills (e.g., collaboration, resiliency, 
professionalism, confidence, leadership, problem solving)

• Agency in their own learning through trusting relationships 
with CAPS instructors and a redefinition of success

• Career exploration opportunities

Students

Industry 
Partners

• Growth and personal learning that allows for breadth and 
depth

• Professionally rewarding and fulfilling opportunities

• Extended network of industry partners

• Creative freedom and space for experimentation

• Redefinition of student success

CAPS
Instructors

• Relevance through a connection with the younger generation

• Future workforce development, recruitment, and retention

• PR/Marketing opportunities

• Purpose and fulfillment

• Fresh eyes and ideas from young people

• Jump start on education and career readiness

• Confidence to become advocate for own education, 
career, and life

• Network of long-term professional connections

• Ability to use CAPS Network brand as a differentiator

• Inherent orientation towards giving back to the 
community

Alumni

CAPS
Network

• Purpose and fulfillment

• Platform for experimentation and creativity

• Recognition for rethinking educational experiences

• Lifelong learning from students and business partners

• Fun!

CAPS
Administration

• Brand recognition associated with credible educational 
experience

• Ability to leverage business partnerships

• Administrative support

• Access to a community of passionate lifelong learners

• Higher education endorsements

  //  STAKEHOLDER VALUE

By looking at different Key Players’ experience with CAPS, we identified the value created for the core stakeholders.
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THE VALUE CAPS CREATES FOR PERIPHARAL STAKEHOLDERS

• Transform disengaged children

• Involvement in school and education sector as a whole

• Closer relationships with children through stronger 
communication

• Potential cost savings

• Confidence in children’s abilities and future

Parents of
CAPS Students

Higher Education
Institutions

• Youth who see themselves as change agents in the 
community

• Local businesses more engaged in the local community

• Resources to further community initiatives

• Equitable access to quality programs

• Culture of pride in community

Local
Community

• Marketing/PR opportunities

• Better prepared students who are able to advocate for 
their own learning

• Self-directed students

• Better all around numbers that drive US rankings 
(enrollment, completion rate, etc.)

• Positive pressure to change the opportunities they 
provide

• Access to young people

• Talent pipeline development and retention

• Regional narrative and pride in local community

• Insight into alternative educational experiences

• Ability to improve the community

• Alternative educational offerings that give real-world 
credibility to a high school diploma

• Innovative education story to showcase

• Recognition for education innovation efforts

• Support from the local community

• Partnerships with the private sector -- handshakes 
instead of handouts

Education
District

Chamber of 
Commerce/EDC

  //  STAKEHOLDER VALUE

By looking at different Key Players’ experience with CAPS, we identified the value created for the peripharal stakeholders.
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MAJOR MOVES

1. Measure CAPS’ Impact

2. Develop a Replication Toolkit

3. Explore Freemium Open Source Offerings

4. Package and Share the CAPS Narrative

5. Activate Students as Leaders

6. Establish a Process for Leveraging Partnerships

7. Create an Ongoing CAPS Innovation Process

7 Major Moves

  //  MAJOR MOVES

Based on insights from the different End Game worlds, we 
identified seven Major Moves that can help to amplify CAPS’ 
impact. We fleshed out the next steps to accomplish these 
Major Moves in both the short and long term.
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MEASURE
CAPS’ IMPACT1

Why It’s Important

In this day and age, data is everything. This puts a premium on knowing what to measure and how to measure it. Because the CAPS experience goes beyond the 
classroom walls, it is not enough for CAPS to simply measure the traditional metrics in the educational landscape such as GPA or high school graduation and 
college completion rates.

Though it is still important to tie CAPS’ measured impact back to the typical educational metrics, it is also important for CAPS to tap into other areas. In order to 
measure the full impact of the program on its students, the CAPS System of Evaluation will have tools to evaluate 21st Century Skills and social-emotional learning 
such as collaboration and growth mindset, as well as subjective metrics such as student happiness and engagement.

In addition to evaluating impact on students, the CAPS System of Evaluation will include metrics for measuring impact at the community level. These metrics may 
include economic impact and quality of life in the local community, as well as job creation by CAPS alumni over time. From the business perspective, there may be 
metrics that measure readiness in the workplace and professionalism. 

Internally, the CAPS System of Evaluation will allow the organization to review its programming against the Five Core Pillars of the CAPS experience, and grade its 
responsiveness to community needs.

Defining success for the CAPS program in the educational field and beyond using a set of measurement tools fitted to 
showcase CAPS’ unique value proposition. 

  //  MAJOR MOVES
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In the coming months CAPS will explore...

Researching existing alternative measurement tools. Possible 
models to review:

• Angela Duckworth (UPenn) - Research on Grit

• Carol Dweck (Stanford) - Research on Growth Mindset

• Character Lab (UPenn) - Nonprofit exploring the 
development of character research and its impact on 
student outcomes

• Center for Evaluation Innovation (Washington D.C.) - 
Exploring ways to measure systemic change impact

• Hope Index Survey

Researching and collaborating with existing data hubs. Possible 
models to review:

• Gallup and other surveys

• Chamber of Commerce and Economic Development Council 
data

• Local economic leaders

• National Student Clearinghouse

• ACT

• College Board

Surveying current alumni to identify career trajectories.

• Identify if alumni are driven into fields by passion or other 
reasons

Surveying CAPS Network business partners for performance 
data of CAPS students and alumni.

Surveying current students to identify subjective experiences of 
the CAPS program.

Developing compelling ways to display CAPS data. 

MEASUREMENT—SHORT TERM IMPLEMENTATION

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  MEASURING IMPACT
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Utilizing longitudinal survey data from students and 
alumni to identify impact on students.

Partnering with universities to do longitudinal studies of 
CAPS students. 

Applying for federal grants to do data analysis.

Creating a documentary style film on the CAPS journey to tell 
the CAPS story. 

MEASUREMENT—LONG TERM IMPLEMENTATION

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  MEASURING IMPACT

In the coming years CAPS will consider...
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DEVELOP A 
REPLICATION TOOLKIT2

Why It’s Important

Codifying the process of a CAPS educational experience can help the organization launch new programs quickly while still maintaining the fidelity of the model at 
each new site. This packaged process will act as a selling point for CAPS, allowing them to showcase how the program works to potential new Network members 
and other stakeholders.

The Replication Toolkit will also have benefits for members within the CAPS Network. It will walk new CAPS locations through the process of creating a CAPS 
educational experience, offer CAPS training sessions for site leaders and teachers, and provide tools to assess successful student outcomes and pedagogical 
practices. This will alleviate some of the stress of launching a CAPS program and provide professional development opportunities for Network facilitators.

Creating a Replication Toolkit  - a packaged set of services and resources  - that CAPS can use when expanding to new 
locations. Based on the freemium model, it is the set of proprietary features to be shared within the official CAPS Network.

  //  MAJOR MOVES
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Articulating the CAPS offering. 

• Research current CAPS sites to help define what it means to 
have a CAPS experience.

Defining what success means within the CAPS Network.

• Research current students and alumni outcomes to identify 
what successful outcomes look like for students.

• Research current approaches taken by CAPS Network 
teachers to define successful CAPS pedagogical practices

• Identify the spectrum of CAPS implementation strategies.

Identifying what it takes to launch a CAPS program.

• Survey existing sites to see what they needed, or wish they 
had, when starting their CAPS program.

• Compare their answers to what Network members actually 
received when they launched a new site to identify areas 
for development

Facilitating best pedagogical practice trainings with current 
CAPS Network teachers.

REPLICATION TOOLKIT—SHORT TERM IMPLEMENTATION

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  REPLICATION TOOLKIT

In the coming months CAPS will explore...

-   Could range from one teacher in one school doing 
some CAPS activities to an entire district implementing 
a full CAPS program
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Creating an Implementation Success Guide, providing new sites 
with the necessary information to launch a CAPS program. 
Possible Implementation Success Guide topics:

• Best pedagogical practices

• Definitions for student success

• How-to guide for leveraging business partnerships

• Codified process to provide the CAPS experience

Developing training tools for Network administrators and 
teachers. Possible training tools:

• In-person sessions

• Online videos and webinars

• Professional development conferences

Assessing the success of the codified CAPS model.

• Create teacher assessment tools.

• Create tools to assess student outcomes.

• See Measure CAPS’ Impact

Convening the CAPS Network

Developing a new CAPS Network Coordinator role to manage the 
quality of programming within the Network. The new position 
would undertake the following activities:

• Be the first point of contact for communication with CAPS 
Network members and groups who want to incorporate 
aspects of the CAPS Experience (e.g., single teachers or 
teachers of age groups not currently served by CAPS)

• Provide resources necessary to meet the needs of new groups 
coming into the Network

• Conduct ongoing research and development of best practices 
for franchising models, both within and outside of education

• Conduct ongoing research of pedagogical best practices and 
development of curriculum training

• Coordinate the Summer Huddle and other conferences (e.g. 
student-led conferences) and provide ongoing support for 
CAPS Network teachers

REPLICATION TOOLKIT—LONG TERM IMPLEMENTATION

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  REPLICATION TOOLKIT

In the coming years CAPS will consider...
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EXPLORE OPEN SOURCE IN A 
FREEMIUM OFFERING MODEL3

Why It’s Important

Pursuing a freemium approach will help extend the reach of CAPS by making some services and resources available to the general public. Making more materials 
and services open source will bolster engagement from CAPS’ current partners, encourage further collaboration outside the CAPS Network, and generate interest in 
joining the Network. Open source materials will also help spread the impact of CAPS beyond Network members to help teachers, schools, and students anywhere, 
regardless of economic status, honoring the mission of CAPS and general ethos of education. 

Developing a “freemium” offering model for services and materials, with an established protocol on which services and 
materials are best utilized in an open source manner, and which offerings should be offered as a proprietary CAPS Network 
privilege.

  //  MAJOR MOVES
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Defining target audiences for open source services and 
materials. Possible target audiences include:

• Teachers at traditional high schools not in the CAPS 
Network

• Students at traditional high schools not in the CAPS Network

• CAPS Network teachers

• CAPS Network students

• Younger students, outside CAPS’ current reach

• Parents of students within or outside the CAPS Network

• Other innovative groups

Engaging students, Network members, and partners in 
identifying CAPS’ current offerings and materials that should 
be open-sourced and those that should be premium Network 
offerings.

Assigning ownership and identifying staffing needs to curate 
and share open source offerings. Possible considerations for 
assigning ownership:

• One entity, such as Blue Valley CAPS, takes the lead

• Each current CAPS Network program contributes

• Third party provides this service

Sharing current offerings that have been identified as 
those that should be open source. Possible open source 
materials:

• Playbook

• FAQ

• Guiding principles

• Overview videos

• Data proving the effectiveness of CAPS’ model

Identifying platforms for sharing open source information 
with target audiences.

Identifying new offerings and materials to be created 
under “free” and “premium” portions of CAPS’ delivery 
model.

OPEN SOURCE—SHORT TERM IMPLEMENTATION

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  OPEN SOURCE

In the coming months CAPS will explore...
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Developing a playbook for Network partners to instruct them on 
which services and materials should be open source and which 
should be shared within the Network. 

Assessing the impact of the freemium delivery model to test 
assumptions that open source will drive more interest and 
impact.

Generating new open source content and services. Possible new 
open source content and services:

• Data that proves the effectiveness of the CAPS model (see 
Measuring Impact)

• Curriculum ideas that would allow other organizations and 
classes to use components of the CAPS model

Creating a feedback mechanism that will allow end users to 
suggest changes to open source offerings. 

Personalizing materials and services received by different target 
audiences.

Plugging into other networks to disseminate CAPS’ open source 
offerings.

OPEN SOURCE—LONG TERM IMPLEMENTATION

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  OPEN SOURCE

In the coming years CAPS will consider...
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PACKAGE AND SHARE 
THE CAPS NARRATIVE4

Why It’s Important

The power of CAPS’ story in redefining the student experience cannot be understated. By sharing the CAPS narrative more effectively, CAPS will be able to mobilize 
business and education professionals, and other potential partners to get involved in the program and advocate for experiential project-based learning. Leveraging 
the power of storytelling will help with CAPS’ growth, partnership forming, and the sustainability of the organization. 

Enabling the entire Network to access and tell the same CAPS stories will increase pride in the movement, allow sites to benefit from Network successes, and set the 
stage for further mass media exposure. 

Refining the story CAPS tells about its program to reflect the true value CAPS creates, and developing strategies for 
disseminating the message.

  //  MAJOR MOVES
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STORYTELLING—SHORT 
TERM IMPLEMENTATION

STORYTELLING—LONG 
TERM IMPLEMENTATION

In the coming months CAPS will explore... In the coming years CAPS will consider...

Defining CAPS’ target audiences for sharing the CAPS story. 

Capturing and telling the story of the current CAPS student 
experience. 

• Engage students in the process of telling the CAPS story. 

• Create student and parent testimonials.

Cataloguing and compiling existing and new materials from all 
CAPS Network programs, along with all digital assets, in one 
place.

Creating a process for mining success stories from teachers, 
administration, and industry partners.

Developing and executing a comprehensive communication 
plan applied to local, regional, and national audiences. 

• Determine how industry partners play into the 
communication plan.

• Develop a playbook for common language across CAPS 
Network.

• Drive communications message and philosophy with CAPS 
conferences and convenings.

Developing and executing a comprehensive CAPS marketing 
strategy for national media exposure. 

• Plan for attending strategic national events in order to tell 
the CAPS story.

• Possible national campaigns (e.g., Adopt-A-CAPS Student)

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  CAPS NARRATIVE
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ACTIVATE STUDENTS 
AS LEADERS5

Why It’s Important

Student voice has historically been the main driver for the creation of services offered in the CAPS model. By engaging the student voice more directly through 
governing opportunities and the creation of a student-alumni network, CAPS will be able to chart a path to the future with students continually at the center, aligning 
to the core values of the program.  

These steps will also allow CAPS to access untapped potential within the Network to build students’ leadership skills and connect students and alumni of the 
program to leadership opportunities in business and the community. 

Establishing a valuable student-alumni network and creating opportunities for students to be involved in the governing of 
CAPS in order to increase students’ capacity for leadership and contribute to the quality of future CAPS programs.

  //  MAJOR MOVES
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Identifying opportunities available through the creation of 
student governance. 

• Conduct a CAPS Network-wide survey to determine what 
students would value in a student-alumni network.

• Send a project brief to Network members and ask them to 
envision or prototype a possible student-alumni network 
scenario.

Inviting students to be part of existing CAPS leadership 
conversations and convenings.

• Invite students to the Summer Huddle as strategic partners 
or part of the leadership team.

Convening an initial cohort of students to work with CAPS to 
envision how a robust student-alumni network might look. 

Codifying the process for establishing student leadership 
teams

• Local administrators should get buy-in from students.

• Create tools and guides of the process to share with 
Network members

STUDENT LEADERSHIP—SHORT TERM IMPLEMENTATION

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  STUDENT LEADERSHIP

In the coming months CAPS will explore...
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Establishing student governance positions and opportunities. 
Possible considerations for opportunities:

• Chapters of leadership - local, regional, and national. Possible 
models to review:

• Fraternities and sororities

• Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA)

• Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA)

• Health Occupations Students of America (HOSA)

• National Future Farmer of America (FFA)

• Competition opportunities. Possible models to review:

• National Coordinating Council for Career and Technical 
Student Organizations (CTSO) 

• Local CAPS program student leadership teams (Include 
underclassmen in leadership opportunities).

• Extra-curricular leadership clubs

• Peer-to-peer mentorship opportunities

• Cross-Network projects and events (i.e., Hackathon, National 
“Shark Tank” Events)

Creating tools and guides for CAPS Network members to utilize 
that define student leader responsibilities and showcase effective 
establishment of student leadership teams.

Establishing a student-leader selection process.

• Develop a leadership framework of tested leadership 
behaviors. Possible framework to review:

• Kansas Leadership Center Framework (KLC)

• Include students who many not fit the “leadership stereotype.”

Establishing a robust student-alumni network. Possible student-
alumni network opportunities:

• Alumni support start-up CAPS Programs

• Alumni serve as mentors to current CAPS students

• Student and alumni run and design Student Huddle(s)

• Internship Fairs for Alumni

• Alumni Interactive Map

• Students and alumni serving as mentors to CAPS teachers/
staff

• Online access (e.g., LinkedIn)

Establishing a director of the student-alumni network.

STUDENT LEADERSHIP—LONG TERM IMPLEMENTATION

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  STUDENT LEADERSHIP

In the coming years CAPS will consider...
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Why It’s Important

CAPS has a unique value proposition for its partners, both within and outside the education sector. With education partners, CAPS is able to share knowledge about 
how to create an effective student learning experience beyond the typical classroom. CAPS is also able to bring out-of-sector partners into the field of education 
using a “handshake” rather than asking for a “handout,” helping them increase their bottom line, expand their pool of talent, and engage in fulfilling service, while 
simultaneously bolstering the quality of learning experiences for students. 

Engaging partners in multiple sectors provides a valuable market perspective and will enable CAPS to be responsive to market changes and opportunities. Strong 
partnerships can also be utilized to spread the mission of CAPS, acting as a public relations platform to articulate CAPS’ unique value proposition for students and 
partners. 

Establishing and leveraging more partnerships both within and outside the education sector in order to expand CAPS’ 
impact.

ESTABLISH A PROCESS FOR 
LEVERAGING PARTNERSHIPS6

  //  MAJOR MOVES
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In the coming months CAPS will explore...

Developing a strategy to leverage existing partnerships in new 
ways.

• Identify partners who CAPS Network members are currently 
working with and create a relationship map, prioritizing 
partnerships based on potential impact for students. 

• Share the Network partners map with the entire CAPS 
Network. 

• Strengthen relationships with current partnerships.

Identifying the data CAPS needs to prove model effectiveness 
to partners.

• See Measure CAPS’ Impact

Developing a strategy to communicate CAPS’ value proposition 
to potential partners.

• Articulate CAPS’ value proposition for different potential 
partners.

• Identify ideal potential partners

• Reach out to organizations and institutions who have 
already-established interest in the CAPS’ mission (e.g., state 
and local governments).

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  LEVERAGING PARTNERSHIPS

PARTNERSHIPS—SHORT TERM IMPLEMENTATION
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Developing a strategy to build and leverage new partnerships.

• Establish a grant acquisition strategy.

Building specific partnerships to bolster CAPS value.

• Plug into other existing networks as a conduit to new 
opportunities.

• Turn focus to advocacy and lobbying efforts for education, 
joining forces with groups that have similar interests.

• Develop strategic partnerships with national associations 
(e.g., Association of Chamber of Commerce Executives 
[ACCE]; International Economic Development Council [IEDC]; 
Economic Development Organizations [EDOs]).

• Develop relationships with groups that have historically 
supported education (e.g., Carnegie Foundation).

• Look at similar programs that have leveraged organizations 
and institutions with an indirect interest in education (e.g., 
YouthBuild and its access to the Department of Labor).

• Develop relationships with organizations and institutions 
who have an indirect interest in the CAPS’ mission.

Conducting a widespread marketing campaign to raise 
awareness of CAPS offerings.

Proving effectiveness of the CAPS model using established 
metrics.

• Collect data to prove the model’s effectiveness. (See 
Measuring Impact)

• Create a CAPS project archive. 

• Develop a robust program of micro-credentialing to 
bolster program value.

Devoting resources to bolster the creation and leveraging of 
new partnerships.

• Hire dedicated staff and provide a structure for the CAPS 
partnership effort.

• Develop a whole student plan (K-12 and beyond) for each 
Network member.

• Create a Network-wide career center.

PARTNERSHIPS—LONG TERM IMPLEMENTATION

In the coming years CAPS will consider...

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  LEVERAGING PARTNERSHIPS
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CREATE AN ONGOING CAPS 
INNOVATION PROCESS7

Why It’s Important

As CAPS desires to deliver the greatest possible value to its students and partners and as the education landscape continues to change, it is important for CAPS not 
only to be thinking about current best practices within the education sector, but also about next practices - ideas that are not yet in the marketplace, but could create 
value. 

By establishing a process for generating innovative curriculum and testing new practices for the CAPS model, CAPS will be able to stay ahead of the innovation 
curve, providing unique value to its students and partners and engaging students and Network members more fully in the CAPS development process. 

Putting in place the necessary measures to generate innovative curriculum ideas and test new practices for the CAPS model 
while continuing to deliver on its value proposition. 

  //  MAJOR MOVES
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Staying in touch with innovative education trends and needs in 
the marketplace.

• Conduct research to understand current available education 
offerings.

• Conduct “future careers” research to be ahead of the curve 
with skill development.

Prototyping potential ideas to be implemented. 

• Utilize students and teachers in developing cross-curricular 
workflows, encouraging cross-pollination of disciplines.

• Engage students in creating personalized pathways within 
the CAPS model.

• Play with virtual education models for increased impact.

Inviting students into the innovation process.

• Bring problem solving and design thinking curriculum into 
CAPS Network schools.

• Develop a fellows program for students to get involved in the 
innovation process.

-    Redesign of media centers at CAPS locations, making 
them an area for students to explore opportunities and 
find passions (e.g., PBS Roadtrip Nation).

-    Create opportunities for students to create their own 
day at CAPS, explore careers, and develop curriculum.

INNOVATION—STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Establishing a process for sourcing new curriculum ideas and 
delivery models from the CAPS Network.

• Create an innovation lab at the Blue Valley CAPS site and 
spread ideas to the Network.

• Create innovation labs at each CAPS Network member site 
and share ideas from the labs with whole Network.

• Incentivize the creation of  new curriculum ideas and delivery 
models (e.g., “X-Factor” type showcase for CAPS students).

Creating a networking database and information exchange 
platform to share opportunities and best practices.

• Develop an asset map of instructors, and the skills and 
curriculum they bring to the Network.

• Develop a database of skills, curriculum, and contact 
information for Network members and partners.

Devoting resources to bolster the curriculum and model 
development process.

• Establish a “futurist in residence” to drive innovation (could be 
a recent graduate of the CAPS program or a visiting position 
each year). 

• Invite CAPS Network partners to head the innovation 
initiatives in their locations.

• Encourage parents, business, higher education to participate.  

  //  MAJOR MOVES  //  INNOVATION PROCESS

In the future CAPS will consider...



Next steps in scaling the CAPS model

MOVING FORWARD
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MOVING FORWARD

USING THE ASSETS FROM
THE WORKSHOP

We can use the rich conversations and assets produced in 
this workshop as a guide to intentionally re-define the CAPS 
experience moving forward. 

The articulation of this report can be used as a litmus test for 
effectiveness of future changes to the model, helping CAPS leadership 
discover areas to create more value for each stakeholder as they grow. 
Key learnings can help define and prioritize future decision-making efforts, 
while the Major Moves can help the organization scale in a way that 
extends CAPS’ reach and creates significant value for students and other 
stakeholders. 
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MOVING FORWARD

NEXT STEPS FOR CAPS
In the coming months, CAPS can…  
 
• Examine and prioritize all of the short term implementation ideas for 

each of the Major Moves. 
• Develop an action plan for testing the implementation ideas in the real 

world. 
• Form teams dedicated to building out each high priority idea. 
• Host a convening to get feedback and buy-in around the ideas from 

the Network (possibly the 2017 Summer Huddle).
• Launch a rapid prototyping cycle to test the ideas in the real world, 

either using Blue Valley CAPS as a central innovation lab or allowing 
concepts to be prototyped at different Network sites. 

• Assess the results of the first iteration of idea prototyping, seeing how 
they align with CAPS’ values and vision for the future. 

• Choose new implementation ideas to test and begin a new phase of 
rapid prototyping. 
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MOVING FORWARD
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BENEFITS FOR THE BLUE VALLEY 
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Measuring Impact
The creation of new impact metrics will push Blue Valley to be a 
national standard bearer at the forefront of alternative metrics for 
student success. In addition, effectively measuring CAPS’ impact 
will provide Blue Valley with the data necessary to tie alternative 
educational experiences back to traditional metrics of student 
success.

1

6 Leveraging Partnerships
Increased partnership efforts both within and outside the education 
sector through the CAPS model will allow Blue Valley to play an 
active role in making education relevant and applicable to the outside 
world. This relevance will position the the District to have a stronger 
voice in local and national policy decisions.

3 Open Source
The creation of open source materials will enable the District to gain 
access to CAPS’ innovative curriculum and best practices, which 
could be used in diverse ways to best fit the needs of each school 
and classroom in the District.

2 Replication Toolkit
The development of a Replication Toolkit will give all schools within 
the Blue Valley District access to the best pedagogical practices, 
trainings, and training materials for running an entrepreneurial 
education program. 7 Innovation

Forming an innovation lab at the Blue Valley CAPS location will 
provide the District with first access to any cutting edge practices, 
curriculum, and opportunities with emerging technology and student 
engagement. It will also ensure that Blue Valley stays in touch with 
education trends and needs in the marketplace.

5 Student Leadership
The creation of robust student leadership opportunities will enable 
the District to invest in students as the next generation of change 
agents.

4 CAPS Narrative
The packaging and sharing of CAPS’ narrative will give Blue Valley 
access to a compilation of student work and success stories, which 
can be used to showcase the success of the District. As the CAPS 
story is shared more nationally, Blue Valley will gain notoriety as an 
innovative District with cutting-edge educational practices.



MOVING FORWARD

We have the opportunity to move 
forward with intentionality at this 
moment of change - to create 
an impactful model centered on 
the student experience and drive 
forward the future of education.
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